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Introduction

This presentation provides an overall documentation of the survey covering relevant passenger 

transport. 

The survey was carried out by Significance, COWI and Accent on behalf of Sund & Bælt and 

Øresundsbro Konsortiet in collaboration with Vejdirektoratet. 

Data from the survey is intended to be used to develop a new transport model covering the current, 

future and potential fixed links in Denmark. Find out more information about Fixed Links Transport 

Model (FLITMO) here.

The survey consisted of questions related to trips made, transport modes used and personal 

characteristics. Respondents were asked to participate in a set of experiment to determine their travel 

preferences.
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https://sundogbaelt.dk/projekter/transportmodel/


Modes and routes of travel

 Transport modes:

*Air passenger survey results are presented in another (separate) document

 Fixed links

1. Storebælt bridge

2. Øresund bridge

 Future links

3. Fehmern connection

 Potential fixed links

3. Helsingborg-Helsingør connection

4. Kattegat connection

5. Als-Fyn connection

 Relevant ferry lines
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Information categories

Final version

Recruitment: where and how were respondents recruited for the study?  

Response: what was the response rate of the survey?

Personal characteristic: what did our sample look like?

Trip and travel characteristics: what kind of trips were made? 
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Terminology
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Stated preference

Revealed preference

Origin-destination

Screenlines

SP

RP

OD

Respondents are shown multiple choice task experiments, where 
they need to choose between options. For each task they state 
their preferred choice. These experiments are used to learn about 
people’s travel preferences. (see example in Appendix)

Respondents are asked to describe their trips in detail, so that 
their preferred route/mode is revealed. It also aids to estimate the 
number of people traveling along important connections/links.

The combination of the origin location and destination location of 
an one-way trip.

Imaginary geopgraphical border to count traffic from either side 
to the other.  Important screenlines for this studay are: 
 Denmark  Scandinavia
 Denmark  Germany
 West-Denmark  East-Denmark.
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Recruitment

 The recruitment consisted of three phases:

— Pilot (testing): June 10th – June 20th

— Summer wave: July 24th – August 31st

— Autumn wave: September 12th – November 1st

 Recruitment was performed in three major categories:

— Intercept at location (postcard handouts, see example in Appendix)

— Internet panels (Denmark, Sweden, Germany)

❑ Regular internet panels

❑ Dedicated internet panels for routes where observations were difficult to obtain

— E-mails (Storebælt/Øresund, see example in Appendix)

 Expected survey duration: 15-20 minutes

 Survey was provided in 6 languages
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Type of recruitment and purpose of data collection

Targeted population Type of recruitment Purpose

Random population Internet panel data for Denmark, 
North Germany and South 
Sweden

Gather insight on the long-distance travel 
behaviour (frequency, travel purpose).
Collect more detailed RP and SP data for 
people recently crossing the screenlines

Population crossing 
screenlines

Intercept - postcards data 
collection on fixed links and 
ferries

Collect RP data of the trip, personal 
characteristics and perform SP experiments

Intercept data - E-mail data 
collection (Øresund/Storebælt
clients) 

Efficient way to collect similar data as for the 
postcards (on bridges both e-mail and 
postcard data has been collected)

Dedicated panel data (meaning 
pre-selection has been made to 
select travellers crossing the 
screenlines)

For routes where postcard data collection 
was not feasible or insufficient additional 
respondent have been recruited – similar 
data has been collected as for postcards
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Intercept locations
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Main target group:
     Car               Ferry               Train

Location Summer wave Autumn wave

Øresund bridge 1,433 3,050

Storebælt bridge 4,780 5,970

Helsingborg 1,383 1,520

Helsingør 4,023 3,319

Ystad 1,108 1,681

Bøjden 1,294 1,914

Fynshav 1,266

Trelleborg 827 2,478

Odden 1,333 3,780

Aarhus 2,496 2,168

Grenå 106

Frederikshavn 523

Copenhagen Airport (CPH) 4,519 6,259

Fredericia 1,273 1,976

Kolding 745 1,177

Total 27,109 35,292

Number of postcards handed out: 
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Response statistics
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 Key metrics on how many respondents were recruited

— RP responses

— SP experiments completed

— Survey progress patterns

 Survey duration patterns

 Responses per day
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Key metrics
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Type Metric + other modes

RP

Intercept (postcards) 1,074 3,615 2,677 7,443

Panel (regular) 1,799 1,089 555 3,486

Panel (dedicated) 914 1,571 227 2,746

E-mails 2,017 287 3 2,350

Total 5,804 6,562 3,462 16,025

Study targets 2,000 6,000 1,750 9,750

SP

Intercept (postcards) 923 3,169 2,060 6,220

Panel (regular) 847 617 302 1,778

Panel (dedicated) 567 1,154 170 1,906

E-mails 1,909 247 3 2,197

Total 4,246 5,187 2,535 12,101

Study targets 1,500 1,900 475 3,825

*Study targets were set without the inclusion of the regular panel
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Survey progression per recruitment type 
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A substantial group of respondents does not complete the survey after accepting the terms, but this is not 
an uncommon observation in surveys. Internet panel respondents more often report a trip that is out of 
scope for RP and SP questions in the survey. This is also in line with expectations.
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Recorded trips to areas: respondents indicated to which regions in northern Europe they travelled.
Recorded OD locations: respondents provided detailed origin and destination information.



Survey duration distribution per recruitment type
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Average survey duration (line) for intercept and email respondents were longer than the anticipated 15 
min. However, intermediate breaks/pausing during the survey is not registered and might bias results. 
Internet panel survey duration significantly lower due to out of scope trips for RP and SP.
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Day responses per recruitment type
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Response rates follow survey deployment for recruitment types, indicating people generally quickly 
responded to the invitation to participate in the survey. Distribution shows good separation between the 
respondents recruited in the summer and in the autumn period.
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Conclusions based on response statistics
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 Very large set of observations collected, with over 16,000 respondents providing trip data

 All targets for the SP & RP data collection were met.

 The number of repsondents for the SP data collection was much higher than targeted.

 Substantial part of respondent failed to fully complete the survey, but not uncommon in survey’s of 

this magnitude/complexity. A first substantial drop out take place directly after starting the survey. 

 Average survey duration surpassed expectation of 15 minutes.

 Respondents typically responded quickly to survey invitation.
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Trip & travel characteristics
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 Modes of transport

 Origin locations

 Destination locations

 Travel time and distance distribution

 Travel day distribution

Results in this section are based on data of all completed RP/SP survey responses
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Modes of transport per recruitment type
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Good distribution of transport modes and ferry usage. Results for intercept at location correspond with the 
recruitment locations picked (focus on ferry lines and train stations)
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Use of ferry lines per recruitment wave
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Large selection of ferry lines collected in the data. Main lines of interest are well covered  (see top five). 
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Use of ferry lines per recruitment type
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Recruitment at ferry lines where intercept postcard recruitment was unavailable or insufficient , has been 
well-resolved by dedicated internet panel. 
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Origin location zones
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Region Copenhagen 343 199765S

468 190567A

392 303674S

518 202518A

181 188370S

245 86418A

393 135437S

352 56367A

172 37156S

209 18126A

164 111165S

206 88147A

56 38146S

86 83153A

33 486S

32 237A
291 95465S

356 33193A 113 20149S

112 342A

151 114316S

226 151236A

127 62279S

170 56149A

261 31242S

337 26137A

80 259S

125 927A

Outside Europe
6 02S

27 115A

Legend

S Summer wave

A Autumn wave

Results show a very good spatial 
distribution of respondents
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Destination location zones
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Region Copenhagen 457 271865S

626 236691A

209 314549S

294 209502A

248 180321S

398 94342A

306 116502S

277 64245A

200 52190S

164 18102A

201 81146S

177 67139A

95 22162S

67 33140A

65 1155S

93 756A
285 54310S

400 42166A 187 18137S

223 252A

147 94326S

214 137222A

98 70380S

137 63277A

150 51298S

202 23145A

100 1266S

129 439A

Outside Europe
15 04S

68 514A

Legend

S Summer wave

A Autumn wave

Results show a very good spatial 
distribution of respondents
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Travel time and distance distributions
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Travel time and distance distribution confirm good variation of trip lengths. Email respondents have 
significantly shorter trips, which is expected as they are registered Storebælt/Øresund users
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Day of travel distribution
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Day of travel in data is well-distributed in the data, with most popular travel days being Thursday, Friday 
and Saturday in our sample. 
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Average trip distance by motive and mode (of people crossing a 
screenline)
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Error bars display the 95% confidence interval. Ferry trips are generally longer trips.
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Average total trip time by motive and mode
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Error bars display the 95% confidence interval. Similar patterns as with the average distance are observed 
(which is to be expected)
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Conclusions trip and travel characteristics
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 Very good distribution of trip and travel characteristics in terms of:

— Travel modes used

— Spatial distribution (origin – destination of trips)

— Travel time and distance

— Travel day

— Observations in the summer and autumn wave

 Good number observations of most common competing ferry lines
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Respondent characteristics
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 Demographic descriptives

— Gender

— Age

— Income levels

— Employment

 Trip purpose

— Activity at the origin location

— Activity at the destination location
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Gender distribution
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We observe slightly more male than female respondents in the collected data, but no issues in terms of 
data quality for model application. 
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Age distribution split by gender
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The age of respondents is very well-distributed in our sample, also when considering the age distribution 
per gender. Above the age of 75 male respondents are overrepresented.
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Household income level distribution
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Good distribution of household income levels. Household income levels from other countries are 
converted to DKK, but not corrected for social-economic situation per country. 11% of respondents did 
not want to answer this question.
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Employment distribution

Final version

Employment distribution is in line with expectation, with reasonable numbers of observations for smaller-
sized categories
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Trip motive distribution by recruitment type

Final version

Most people recruited for the study were traveling for a holiday/break or visiting family/friends
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Purpose by origin and destination location

Final version

Activities as the origin and destination location show the recruitment was succesful in attracting 
respondents with various trip purposes. Being home is the predominant origin activity.
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Conclusions of respondent characteristics

Final version

 Good distribution in the data of most important demographic categories

— Gender

— Age

— Household income (only 11% of respondents did not provide an income level)

 Distribution of employment and motive are lopsided, but is no reason for concern
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Grote Marktstraat 47

2511 BH

Den Haag

Nederland  
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Example of an SP choice task
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Postcard invites
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Email invites
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